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Motorized Stages - Overview

QOperating Environment
Operating Environment: 10~50°C, 20~70%RH* (No Condensation)
Recommended Operating Environment: 22±5°C, 20~70%RH* (No Condensation)
*  RH represents Relative Humidity (a term used to describe the amount of water vapor in the air).

QAdvantages of Motorized Stages
· Remote Control: Stages can be remote controlled by the Handset Terminal (HDT100) or a computer. 
 Cable length can be specified.

· High Precision:  Controllable at a step of 1µm. (For details, refer to specs. of each stage.) Suitable for use in applications where high 
precision level not achievable with a manual positioning stage is required.

· Automation:  Can be programmed to reciprocate between predetermined points along coordinates (Teaching Function; see below).

QFeature EPlug and play with only 5 minutes of setup time.
Usable by simply connecting the motorized stage controller and cable.

	 EHandset Terminal (HDT100) enables direct control without connecting to a PC.

QOperations of Motorized Stages
There are three major operation modes for the motorized stages.
1Continuous Jog: Jogs while the button on the Handset Terminal (HDT100) is pressed.
 YEffective when the stage is not easily accessible for manual operation.

2Step Move: Preset distance steps can be commanded to move.
 Y Movements at fixed pitches (such as 1mm increment) is possible.

3Coordinate Positioning Mode: Command mode to move from 0 (Home) to specified coordinate points.
 Y Instruction such as "move to point C from A via B" is configurable.

Functions below are provided to support the Coordinate Positioning Mode.
· Homing:  Since the controller does not know the current mechanical position of the stage axis upon power-up, this mode 

seeks for the Home Position and initializes the controller's internal coordinate system. Homing routine can be 
selected from 12 patterns.

· Teaching Function:  Moves the stage to specified registered coordinate (up to six axes).
 Y By automating repetitive processes, reduction in cycle time can be achieved.

QWhen Using a Handset Terminal

QMotorized Stage Recommended Connection Examples
When Using MSCTL102 Controller (Recommended)

Command

HDT100 (P.1742)

QWhen Using a PC

PC

+

MSCTL102 (P.1742)

MSCTL102 (P.1742)

Controller Motorized Stages

XMSG (P.1737)

ZMSG (P.1740)

RMPG40W (P.1741)

RMPG60Z (P.1741)

E	No PC connection needed for machine 
integration.

E	Two axes can be controlled 
with one controller.

Cable for Motorized Stages:
MSCB (P.1742)

Link Cable: MSLINK (Listed on our website)
EUp to 3 controllers can be linked.

(Simultaneous control up to 6 axes)

E	Configurable and controllable easily on 
Microsoft ® Windows. Customer written 
programs can also run.

USB (Commercially available)
MSRS232C (Listed on our website)
(RS-232C Cable)

QController Software
MSSOFT (Listed on our website)

For Pricing and Days to Ship,Please Con�gure Online.


